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Let us show you how spraying
could benefit your business

See who came out
best in our test

Your Dulux Decorator Centre is always looking for ways to help you work better,
smarter more efficiently. That’s why we’d like to tell you all about the benefits
of spraying; the simpler, faster way to a great finish.

To prove how spraying could bring better results in less time on your next project,
we ran a trial comparing it to roller application, in association with Mears Group
– the UK’s leading social housing repairs and maintenance provider.

Results that could really boost your reputation

This looked at two decorators working on identical projects, painting two floors of a 530m2 building.
Decorator A used a roller while Decorator B used a spray machine.

Dulux Decorator Centre brings you the latest spray equipment, designed to make spraying simple.
As such, you don’t need lots of training and experience to get the results you want.
We know that time is money, so it’s worth pointing out that spraying is up to five times faster
than using a traditional roller, making it a great way to cover large areas quickly.
We’d also like to reassure you that spraying gives excellent results, distributing paint evenly
for a uniform finish that will only serve to strengthen your reputation.

The results speak for themselves

Decorator A
Roller

Masking

Helping you to
win more business

30

Knowing how important it is for you
to stay competitive, it’s worth pointing
out that because spraying can cut
the time it takes to complete a job,
labour costs can be reduced.
So by equipping you with all the
equipment and advice you need,
we could potentially help you to
win more business.

mins

Decorator B

Spray machine

Masking

Less mess means
you’ll soon be ready
for the next job
The latest spray machinery is designed
to give you the best finish with less mess.
So clean up takes less time, leaving you
free to move on to the next job.

Try it now in selected stores*

1

hour

Painting

(including 4 hours for recoat)

24
hours

Painting

5hrs
20 mins

It took just 5hrs 20mins to complete the job using spray equipment compared to
24hrs with the roller. Think how much more you could do with the 18hrs 40mins saved.

*Turn to the inside back cover for full details of spray demo locations.

Graco

Ultra Cordless Airless Sprayer
Handheld sprayers deliver the same superior finish as Graco’s
larger airless sprayers. An airless paint sprayer in the palm
of your hand.

IMAGE STILL
NEEDS ADDING

Key features:
• ProControl II – More control allows users to spray at the
speed they choose – a professional finish, fast or slow
•P
 roConnect – On-the-job Pump Replacement System,
One Tool Replacement – Replace the pump in 3 steps
using only a screwdriver
•P
 owered by DEWALT XR Lithium Ion System – Proven quality,
contractor recognized battery manufacturer

Just add paint:
The sprayers comes ready to use with everything
you need to get spraying:

SPECIFICATION
Product Code

6315731

Max Pressure

138 bar / 2,000 psi

• Two tips, FFLP 410 & FFLP 514

Power Supply

DEWALT 18V-Max Compact

• One DeWalt 18V 2Ah XR Li-Ion battery
- Now supplied with 2 batteries

Max Tip Size

0.016"

Flow/Min

Adjustable

• One DeWalt charger

Weight

2.4kg

• Four 1 litre FlexLiner bags
• Two filters, 60 mesh black & 100 mesh blue
• One storage bag

Graco

UltraMax Cordless Airless Sprayer
Pros agree. Airless handheld sprayers are the essential tool
for turning small jobs around fast. The UltraMax Cordless is
suitable for both water-based, and solvent-borne coatings
whilst attaining the perfect finish, everytime.

IMAGE STILL
NEEDS ADDING

Key features:
• Hot Solvent Compatible – Sprays hot solvents such as
solvent-based lacquer. Sprays water, solvent and flammable
based materials
• ProControl II – More control allows users to spray at the
speed they choose – a professional finish, fast or slow

Just add paint:
The sprayers comes ready to use with everything
you need to get spraying:
• RAC X FF LP 210 Tip
• RAC X FF LP 514 Tip
• 2 x DEWALT 18V-Max Compact
Lithium Ion Batteries
• DEWALT 18V-Max Lithium Ion Battery Charger
• 6 x 32 oz FlexLiner Bags
• Durable Storage Bag
• 4 oz Bottle of Pump Armor Storage Fluid

•P
 roConnect – On-the-job Pump Replacement System, One
Tool Replacement – Replace the pump in 3 steps using only
a screwdriver

SPECIFICATION
Product Code

6315732

Max Pressure

138 bar / 2,000 psi

Power Supply

DEWALT 18V-Max Compact

Max Tip Size

0.016"

Flow/Min

Adjustable

Weight

2.4kg

Graco

Classic 390 PC Airless Sprayer

Graco

UltraMax II Pro Contractor 695

The 390™ PC is a solid workhorse built for the professional just “starting out.”
Lightweight and portable at only 30 pounds (13.6 kg), it’s easy to lift and carry.

The ULTRA® MAX II Pro Contractor series is Graco’s flagship family of machines,
incorporating the latest in design features to improve productivity and durability.

Key features:

Key features:

• ProConnect™ – Fast and easy on-the-job
Pump Replacement System

• QuickReelTM integrated hose reel. Allows you
to carry and roll out up to 90m of hose

• Endurance™ Pump – The most reliable pump on the
market – lasts 2 times longer than the next leading brand

• WatchDogTM system automatically shuts the
pump down when the paint runs out,
prolonging pump life

• Advantage Drive™ – Hardened steel gears run
extremely quiet and High-ratio reduction provides
slow pump stroking

• FastFlushTM cleaning system reduces time
needed for end of day cleaning

• Easy Out™ Pump Filter – Vertical design helps
eliminate spills

Ideal for:
The 695 is ideal for professionals frequently
undertaking medium to large painting jobs in
residential and commercial settings. Able to handle
the most common tip sizes and heavier coatings
with ease it is well suited to interior and exterior work.
Ideal for frequently undertaken residential jobs and
sprays a wide range of coatings whether it is interior
emulsion or exterior masonry.

• Variable Pressure Adjustment allows repeatable
setting while spraying light-to-heavier materials
• Swivel Inlet Suction Hose easily reaches paint buckets
• Chromed Steel Frame has stable 4-leg design
with cord wrap

Ideal for:
The 390 PC is the ideal sprayer for residential jobs,
and is the best value in small electric sprayers.

Units include:

Compatible with:*

Supplied complete with:

• FTx™ Gun

The Classic 390 PC is suitable for both
water-based, and solvent-borne coatings.

• Graco ContractorTM gun

• 250ml throat seal lubricant

•G
 raco HandTiteTM RAC X guard
with 517, 625 and 621 tips.

• Universal hammer tool

• RAC X™ 515 SwitchTip™ and Guard
• 1/4 in x 50 ft (6.4mm x 15m)
BlueMax™ II Airless Hose

Compatible with:*

• Adjustable wrench

Primers, emulsions, latex paints,
acrylics, smooth masonry,
enamels, lacquers and varnish

• BlueMax II whip hose
(90m x 3/16")

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Product Code

6316456

Flow/Min

1.8 litres

Product Code

6107882

Flow/Min

3 litres

Max Pressure

227 bar / 3,300 psi

Weight

14kg

Max Pressure

230 bar / 3,300 psi

Weight

43kg

Power Supply

110V

Motor

5/8 DC

Power Supply

110V

Motor

1,300W

Max Tip Size

0.021"

Max Tip Size

0.031"/0.019" (2 guns)

*Always confirm required tip size with the material manufacturer

*Always confirm required tip size with the material manufacturer

Q-T3 3-Stage Turbine
with Gun & Hose 110V

Q-Tech

Unlike airless spray, this turbine unit creates the spray pattern by using high volumes
of air at low pressure, offering a superior finish to gloss and varnish work.

Key features:
• 3-stage turbine provides increased
control and a better finish when spraying
interior joinery
• The 6m hose provides a long reach,
resulting in most rooms being completed
without needing to move the turbine

Ideal for:
Precision and finish when spraying interior
joinery and metalwork

Supplied complete with:
• Q-Tech HVLP gun
• 6m hose assembly

Compatible with
water & solvent-based:*
Primers, emulsions, latex paints,
acrylics, enamels, lacquers, varnish,
timber stains and preservatives,
sealers and oil/solvent-based paints

SPECIFICATION
Product Code

6108669

Flow/Min

7 litres

Max Pressure

0.41 bar / 6 psi

Weight

8.5kg

Power Supply

110V

Motor

1,400W

*Always confirm required tip size with the material manufacturer.

Q-Tech

Q-P021 Electric Airless Pump 110V

Q-Tech

Q-P025 Electric Airless Pump 110V

The Q-Tech Q-P021 is ideal for smaller contracts, and is great
for spraying emulsions or exterior paints once or twice a week.

The Q-Tech Q-P025 is ideal for the professional who expects to be spraying
most days of the week, or where mobility is a critical requirement.

Key features:

Key features:

• The oversized, chrome-plated piston results
in fewer strokes per litre and lasts longer

• The oversized, chrome-plated piston results
in fewer strokes per litre and lasts longer

• Upper and lower packings are easily
adjusted from outside the pump

• Upper and lower packings are easily
adjusted from outside the pump

• The triple filtering system provides
a better finish – paint is filtered at
pick-up through a suction filter,
as it passes through the machine
in the manifold filter and finally
through the in-line gun filter
when being applied

• The triple filtering system provides a better
finish – paint is filtered at pick-up through
a suction filter, as it passes through the
machine in the manifold filter and finally
through the in-line gun filter when
being applied

Ideal for:

Ideal for:

Spraying most of the time or when
extra mobility is required.

Spraying emulsions or smooth exterior
paints once or twice a week.

Supplied complete with:

Compatible with:*

Supplied complete with:

Compatible with:*

• TriTech T360 contractor gun

Primers, emulsions, latex paints, acrylics, enamels,
lacquers, varnish, timber stains and preservatives,
oil/solvent-based paints, two-pack coatings,
release agents and oils and cladding paints

• TriTech T360 contractor gun

Primers, emulsions, latex paints, acrylics, enamels,
lacquers, varnish, timberstains and preservatives,
oil/solvent-based paints, two-pack coatings,
release agents and oils and cladding paints

• TriTech contractor airless tip and guard
• 15m textile hose assembly

SPECIFICATION

• TriTech contractor airless tip and guard
• 15m textile hose assembly

SPECIFICATION

Product Code

6108668

Flow/Min

2.1 litres

Product Code

6108667

Flow/Min

2.9 litres

Max Pressure

207 bar / 3,000 psi

Weight

25kg

Max Pressure

207 bar / 3,000 psi

Weight

35kg

Power Supply

110V**

Motor

1,000W

Power Supply

110V**

Motor

1,300W

Max Tip Size

0.021"

Max Tip Size

0.025"

*Always confirm required tip size with the material manufacturer. **All Q-Tech machines are available in 240V.

*Always confirm required tip size with the material manufacturer. **All Q-Tech machines are available in 240V.

Q-Tech

Q-P031 Electric Airless Pump 110V
The Q-Tech Q-P031 is ideal for the professional painting large
areas every day.

Tips:

Key features:
• The oversized, chrome-plated piston results in fewer strokes
per litre and lasts longer

All tips have a 3 digit code that tells you the fan width and orifice size. When the fan size is kept
the same, the flow of paint (or coat thickness) can be increased or decreased by using a larger or
smaller orifice size – for example, a 511 tip will apply a thinner coat than a 517, but both will provide
a 10" fan width. When using heavier bodied paints such as masonry, it becomes necessary to use
a tip with a higher flow rate (larger orifice number) to avoid unnecessary tip wear. The images below
provide a guide to understanding tip codes and the effects of changing tip sizes and orifices:

• Upper and lower packings are easily adjusted from outside
the pump
• The triple filtering system provides a better finish paint is
filtered at pick-up through a suction filter, as it passes through
the machine in the manifold filter and finally through the in-line
gun filter when being applied
Supplied complete with:
• TriTech T360 contractor gun
• TriTech contractor airless tip and guard
• 15m textile hose assembly and whip
Compatible with:*
Primers, emulsions, latex paints, acrylics,
enamels, lacquers, varnish, oil/solvent-based
paints, two-pack coatings, cladding paints,
bituminous coatings, anti-corrosive agents,
elastomerics and intumescents

Q-Tech

Ideal for:
Spraying heavy-duty paints or where high volumes are required.

Product Code

6108670

Max Pressure

227 bar / 3300 psi

Power Supply

110V**

Max Tip Size

0.031"

Flow/Min

5.5 Litres

Weight

60kg

Motor

1,500W

The Q-Tech Q-P036 is the machine to use with spray plasters,
or where high volume contracts are standard.
Key features:
• The oversized, chrome-plated piston results in fewer strokes
per litre and lasts longer
• Upper and lower packings are easily adjusted from outside
the pump
• The triple filtering system provides a better finish – paint is
filtered at pick-up through a suction filter, as it passes through
the machine in the manifold filter and finally through the in-line
gun filter when being applied

Compatible with water & solvent-based:*
Primers, emulsions, latex paints, acrylics, enamels,
lacquers, varnish, oil/solvent-based paints,
two-pack coatings, cladding paints, bituminous
coatings, anti-corrosive agents, elastomerics and
intumescents spray plasters and joint fillers

EXAMPLE*

Ideal for:
Spraying heavy-duty products such as plasters, fire retardants
and two-pack coatings, or where high volumes are required.

SPECIFICATION
Product Code

6108671

Max Pressure

227 bar / 3,300 psi

Power Supply

110V**

Max Tip Size

0.037"

Flow/Min

6.5 Litres

Weight

61kg

Motor

1,800W

*Always confirm required tip size with the material manufacturer. **All Q-Tech machines are available in 240V.

Increasing orifice increases paint volume on substrate.

#5, multiply by 2 for fan width e.g. 517 = 10" Fan

517

SPECIFICATION

Q-P036 Electric Airless Pump 110V

Supplied complete with:
• 15m textile hose assembly and whip
• Tritech contractor airless spray gun
• Q-tech contractor airless tip and guard
• 80l plaster hopper (optional)

Understanding tips and filters

Fan Width

10"

10"

10"

Orifice Size:

.017"

.021"

.026"

Tip No.

517

521

526

Least build

More build

Most build

Increasing fan reduces build but increases coverage.

17, Orifice diameter in thousandths of an inch.
All fan widths based on 10" distance
from substrate.

Fan Width

8"

12"

16"

Orifice Size:

.017"

.017"

.017"

Tip No.

417

617

817

Least coverage

More coverage

Most coverage

Filters:
Airless spray machines have 3 stages of filtration; at the suction inlet, manifold and in the gun.
This helps to remove particulate contaminants from the paint that may affect the finish, cause
unnecessary wear to the machine and spray gun tip and ultimately lead to a blockage. Depending
on what you are spraying you need to increase or decrease the mesh count at all 3 filtration points,
a guide to this is provided below:
I WANT
TO SPRAY:

Varnishes,
Lacquers,
Stains, Glosses
Solvent Eggshell,
Satin, Enamel,
Wood Primer
Emulsion,
Acrylic Undercoat,
Acrylic Primer,
Acrylic

Masonry, Floor
paint, Dry Wall,
Eggshell, Sprayable
plasters

FAN
WIDTH:

SUGGESTED
TIPS:

GUN FILTER
COLOUR:

MANIFOLD
FILTER:

4

209-211

200

-

6

309-311

200

-

8

409-411

200

-

10

509-513

200

-

4

209-213

200

100

6

309-313

200

100

8

411-415

200

100

10

511-515

200

100

4

209-215

100

50

6

311-315

100

50

8

413-417

100

50

10

513-517

100

50

12

613-619

100

50

4

211-217

50

30

6

313-317

50

30

8

413-419

50

30

10

515-523

50

30

12

615-627

50

30

SUCTION
FILTER:

200

15

60

15

60

10

60

10

30

TriTech

TriTech

High Pressure Airless Spray Tip

High Pressure Safety Guard

Understanding filtration
The first stage
Suction filters prevent large solids entering the piston, reducing wear.

Suction Filter Double Mesh

PRODUCT
CODE

MESH/
COLOUR

6108162

15 mesh - 1/2” thread

6188224

30 mesh - 1/2” thread

6188188

60 mesh - 1/2” thread

• Height 50mm, diameter 40mm

SPECIFICATION

The second stage

SPECIFICATION

Max Pressure

350 bar / 5,075 psi

Max Pressure

345 bar / 5,000 psi

PRODUCT
CODE

TRITECH
CONTRACTOR

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

6108144

Tip211

6108155

11/16" thread

6108145

Tip213

6108154

7/8" thread

6108146

Tip215

6108147

Tip311

6108148

Tip313

6108149

Tip413

6108150

Tip415

6108151

Tip513

6108152

Tip515

6108170

Tip517

•P
 atented tip seal perfectly aligns every time
• Identity tag
• Sizes 107-943 available to order

Manifold Filter

• Large knurled nut can be tightened by hand
or with a wrench if preferred

Aluminium Shields

• EU manufactured

PRODUCT
CODE

MESH/
COLOUR

6188215

30 mesh - grey short

6188225

60 mesh - black short

6188238

100 mesh - blue short

6188226

200 mesh - red short

6188255

30 mesh - grey long

6108160

60 mesh - black long

6188284

100 mesh - blue long

6188282

200 mesh - red long

The third and final stage
The gun filters stop solids from reaching the spray tip, preventing spray pattern fluctuations & blockages.

• Manufactured in the USA to military specification
• Military grade tungsten carbide with a Rockwell
hardness of 93 for ultimate durability

These filters stop solids from entering the hose. A finer mesh will stop more solids.

PRODUCT
CODE

MESH/
COLOUR

6188204

30 mesh - green

6188175

50 mesh - white

6188205

65 mesh - black

6108153

100 mesh - yellow

• Protect critical areas from unwanted spray

6188176

150 mesh - blue

• Complete with 18" hardwood handles
or can be used with extension poles

6188206

200 mesh - red

6188174

Filter holder spring

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

6188294

24" x 9"

6108142

36" x 9"

6188295

48" x 9"

Spray Gun Pencil Filter

•F
 its to most airless guns systems

Power Roller Unit

High Pressure Paint Spray Hose

TriTech High Pressure Safety Guard*
PRODUCT CODE
6108155
6108154

SIZE
⁄16" thread
7
⁄8" thread

11

*Max pressure 345 bar / 5,000 psi

Spray Gun Pencil Filter

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

6108158

33" x 200cm

6188190

Smooth refill

6188267

Medium refill

6188292

Rough refill

PRODUCT CODE
6108156*

SIZE

MESH / COLOUR
30 mesh – green
50 mesh – white
65 mesh – black
100 mesh – yellow
150 mesh – blue
200 mesh – red
Filter holder spring

15m

Suction Filter Double Mesh

• Textured braided hose
• Max. working pressure 228 bar / 3,308 psi
• Two layers of braided synthetic fibre
• Abrasion resistant polyurethane cover

• Roller cover 9"

PRODUCT CODE
6188204
6188175
6188205
6108153
6188176
6188206
6188174

• Includes 1.5m pole

PRODUCT CODE
6108162
6188224
6188188

MESH / THREAD
15 mesh – ½" thread
30 mesh – ½" thread
60 mesh – ½" thread

High Pressure Paint Spray Hose

Q-Tech

Q-Tech

Piston Lubricant

Pump Conditioner

PRODUCT CODE
6108156

15m

Manifold Filter
PRODUCT CODE
6188215
6188225
6188238
6188226
6188255
6108160
6188284
6188282

MESH / COLOUR
30 mesh – grey short
60 mesh – black short
100 mesh – blue short
200 mesh – red short
30 mesh – grey long
60 mesh – black long
100 mesh – blue long
200 mesh – red long

Q-Tech Piston Lubricant
PRODUCT CODE
5223255

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

5223255

8oz/237ml

5223254

32oz/946ml

Use in the wet cup of a pump to prevent paint
from drying and causing excessive wear
to the upper packing

Use between jobs to lubricate and protect.
Prevents paint from drying on the piston.
Minimises packing wear and keeps your
pumpin tip-top condition. Suitable for use
with water-based paints.

QUANTITY
8oz/237ml

Q-Tech Pump Conditioner
PRODUCT CODE
5223254

QUANTITY
32oz/946ml

*All spray accessories are special order items that are not held in stock in-store.

TriTech High Pressure Airless Spray Tip*
PRODUCT CODE
6108144
6108145
6108146
6108147
6108148
6108149
6108150
6108151
6108152
6108170

TRITECH CONTRACTOR
Tip211
Tip213
Tip215
Tip311
Tip313
Tip413
Tip415
Tip513
Tip515
Tip517

*Max pressure 345 bar / 5,000 psi

TriTech Aluminium Tip Extension
PRODUCT CODE
6188194
6188173
6188195
6188197
6188196
6188183
6188193
6188180
6188211
6108166
6188208
6188184
6188209
6188200
6188185
6188221

SIZE
18" long, 7⁄8" thread
18" long, 11⁄16" thread
36" long, 7⁄8" thread
36" long, 11⁄16" thread
72" long, 7⁄8" thread
72" long, 11⁄16" thread
10" long, 7⁄8" thread
15" long, 7⁄8" thread
20" long, 7⁄8" thread
30" long, 7⁄8" thread
39" long, 7⁄8" thread
10" long, 11⁄16" thread
15" long, 11⁄16" thread
20" long, 11⁄16" thread
30" long, 11⁄16" thread
39" long, 11⁄16" thread

TriTech 90o Connector
PRODUCT CODE
6108169
6188203

SIZE
⁄8"M x 7⁄8" F
11
⁄16"M x 11⁄16" F
7

TriTech Swivel Connector
PRODUCT CODE
6108168
6188214

SIZE
⁄8" thread
11
⁄16" thread
7

Spray techniques

Maintenance and servicing

The Fundamentals

The most common cause of downtime for a spray machine is due to paint
clogging the internals of the machine – follow these pointers to ensure
downtimeis reduced to a minimum:

A good spray pattern indicates that the coating is distributed evenly on the substrate.
Several techniques help determine the quality of the spray pattern and the quality
of the finish:

•E
 nsure that all connections are tight and the hoses are intact and free of kinks
or other defects

Adjusting Pressure
The lowest pressure needed to achieve a
solid cross section as shown to the right
should be used. This avoids overspray and
‘tails’ to the spray pattern. If insufficient
pressure means you can’t get a satisfactory
fan pattern, use a tip with a smaller orifice.

• Before spraying, be sure to check that all filters are clean

• Never leave paint standing in the machine for more than an hour
•A
 lways add a few drops of throat seal lubricant to the packings before spraying
– this reduces wear and tear from the piston
Atomized, evenly
distributed fan pattern

•P
 erform a final flush using pump conditioner - this prevents the intake check balls from
becoming stuck in their housings which can happen when water alone is used

cross section of
good fan

• Packings should be replaced before the packing nut cannot be tightened any further

Tails
(heavy at edges with gaps inside)
heavy
gaps

• Tips should be cleaned with a soft brush and dried thoroughly before storage
• Tips should be replaced once the fan pattern begins to degrade

Aiming the Gun

Servicing:

The gun should be aimed at the substrate
from 10-12" away, ensuring that the tip is
always aimed parallel to apply an even coat.
For an even finish, avoid tilting the gun up
or down or fanning it side to side.

Spray machines will eventually require a service where all components of the machine will be
examined by the manufacturer as not all parts are user serviceable. At a minimum, this should
be done annually, however the frequency is dependant on the volume and type of paint being
sprayed through the machine. A general guide is below:

Even finish

30cm

Even spray
thin

thick

Moving the Gun
The timing of trigger activation and release
and movement of the gun is shown to the
right. The trigger should be pulled once the
gun is in motion otherwise a heavy coat will
be applied at the point the trigger is pulled
before it is moved across the surface.

thick

Uneven finish

thin
trigger gun

SUGGESTED SERVICE INTERVAL

Daily use with high performance coatings

Quarterly

Fortnightly use with standard interior/exterior coatings

Bi-Annually

Monthly use with standard interior/exterior coatings

Annually

thin

Uneven spray

start stroke

USAGE SCENARIO

continue
stroke release trigger

end stroke

We reward
you with
Nectar
points

All the essentials for
a professional job

Disposable Overall

Shield Flat Dust Mask
Pack of 2 masks, useful for spray
painting water based paints,
power sanding and drilling.
Key features:

Masking Tape
For use on most surfaces.
Key features:
• M
 edium adhesion
• 4 hour clean removal time
PRODUCT CODE
6188901
6188902
6188903
6188904

For interior use on smooth
delicate surfaces.

All in one over suit - with zip front, elasticated hood,
cuffs and ankles.

Key features:

Key features:

• Low adhesion
•  12 hour clean removal time

SIZE
PRODUCT CODE

24mm x 50m
36mm x 50m
48mm x 50m
72mm x 50m

SIZE

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE
Extra Large

6108067

Shield Twin Respirator

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

6108059

Each

Shield Twin Respirator Filters

Easy Mask® Paper

Use with a hand masker or on own
to mask doors, windows, kitchen/
bathroom furniture and other
surfaces from paint overspray,
drips and dust.

Use to mask off areas prior
to painting.

Key features:

• Can be used alone or with

Key features:
• Formulated for use with water

based materials

• Easy to apply and unfold to cover

most hand maskers, including
the Easy Mask® QM5000

large or small areas
• Statically charged so paint droplets

cling to the surface being protected
and stay there, even when spraying
or in breezy conditions
• Treated with a formula to attract
paint overspray, drips and dust and
hold them there through multiple
coats, leaving you with less to clean
up at the end of the job

6085110
6085111*
6090468*
6085079

• Ideal for decorating, loft insulation and general tasks

24mm x 50m
36mm x 50m
48mm x 50m

6188905
6188906
6188907

Easy Mask® Masking Film

PRODUCT CODE

• P
 rovides good dust protection
when taping and attaching
dry wall lining
• Fold flat for pocket carry
• Conforms to
EN149:2001+A1:2009

Low-Tack Masking Tape

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE
6" x 180'
12" x 180'

6040242
6092863

SIZE

Easy Mask® QM5000

72" x 90'
99" x 90'*
24" x 180'*
48" x 180'

Half face respirator offering greater protection & adaptability,
featuring a rigid cradle harness and A1P3 filters.

For use with spray painting, power tools and some odours
when used with the Shield Twin Respirator.

Key features:

Key features:

• S
 pray painting - use with water based and low
solvent based paints
• D
 ust protection - use with power sanders and drills
• Includes EN14387 A1P3 combination filters
• T
 his respirator should not be used where there is deficiency
of less than 19% oxygen in the atmosphere
• It should also not be used when applying epoxy
based paint or paints containing isosianates
• R
 espirator conforms to EN140

• 2
 x EN14387 A1P3 filters (suitable for the Shield
Twin Respirator)
• Spray painting - use with water based and some
solvent based paints
• Dust protection - use with power sanders and drills

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

6108128

Each

6108129

Each

Shield FilterspecTM + 3 Filters

Contains everything you
need to start masking,
including a hand masker,
film blade, roll of film and
painter’s tape.

Easy Mask® Tape & Drape

Shield FilterspecTM Filters

A purpose built spectacle
and dust mask combination
to ensure comfortable
fitment of the spectacles
and good seal of the dust
mask to prevent misting.

Pre-taped masking film for use
on most surfaces.

Triple pack of replacement
filters for the FilterspecTM
Key features:
• M
 ask conforms to:
EN1827:1999:+A1:2009

Key features:
• Medium adhesion
• 14 day clean removal time
• High density masking film

Key features:

Key features:
• The masker dispenses the film and tape together,

allowing you to quickly and easily mask off large areas
• Ideal for masking doors, windows and other surfaces

from paint overspray, drips and dust
PRODUCT CODE
6133412

SIZE
45" x 72'

*Available in selected stores only. Please ask in-store for more details.

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

6090469

Each

• A
 nti-mist coating on lens
• F
 ully adjustable spectacle frame for maximum comfort
and security
• S
 pectacle conforms to: EN166:2001-1.F.T.
• M
 ask conforms to: EN1827:1999:+A1:2009
PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE

6108063

Each

6108064

Each

We’d like you to try spraying
at a store near you
Let our team take you through the benefits of spraying in more detail while you
try out the latest equipment and techniques at one of our selected Spray Centres.
Now open nationwide, find your nearest one and download our spray brochure at
duluxdecoratorcentre.co.uk/spray
SPRAY STORES
1

Perth

21/22 Arran Place, Muirton Industrial Estate, PH1 3RN

0173 863 0890

2

Glasgow London Road

Unit 5, London Road Trade Park, London Road, G32 8HY

0141 778 4512

3

Edinburgh

Unit 2, 20 West Bowling Green Street, South Fort Street, EH6 5PE

0131 554 5441

4

Belfast North

Dulux Retail Unit, Shore Road, Newtownabbey, BT36 7BS

0289 085 2828

5

Sunderland

Hylton Grange, Wessington Way, SR5 3HR

0191 548 3251

6

Leeds Roundhay Road

Albion House, 24 Roundhay Road, LS7 1BT

0113 244 0841

7

Hull

72/78 Anlaby Road, Kingston-upon-Hull, HU3 2JA

0148 222 3586

8

Liverpool

Unit 28, Sandon Industrial Estate, Sandon Way, L5 9YN

0151 298 2307

9

Salford

Unit 6, Red Rose Centre, Regent Road, Salford, M5 3GR

0161 877 3387

10

Sheffield Queens Road

Unit 1, 164-170 Queens Road, S2 4DH

0114 272 2233

11

Stoke

Victoria Road, Fenton, ST4 2HX

0178 274 6028

12

Derby

3 Liversage Street, Derby, DE1 2LA

0133 234 1304

13

Nottingham Bobbersmill

Alfreton Road, Bobbersmill, NG7 5NL

0115 978 4241

14

Birmingham Newtown

60/72 Newtown Row, B6 4HP

0121 359 5511

15

Leicester Freemans Common

Ealing Road, Freemans Common, LE2 7SZ

0116 254 7212

16

Northampton

23 Saddleback Road, Westgate Industrial Estate, NN5 5HL

0160 475 0350

17

Ipswich

4 Bailey Close, Hadleigh Road Industrial Estate, IP2 0UD

0147 325 9477

18

Bristol Bedminster

3 Vale Lane Trading Estate, Bedminster, BS3 5SD

0117 9631161

19

High Wycombe

Short Street, Buckinghamshire, HP11 2QH

0149 452 6014

20

Watford

111 Bushey Mill Lane, WD24 7UT

0192 322 8531

21

Reading

9 Bennett Road, RG2 0QX

0118 975 3434

22

Stratford

111 High Street, Stratford, E15 2QQ

0208 519 9973

23

Twickenham

Unit 1 Hampton Farm Industrial Estate, Hanworth, TW13 6DB

0208 744 5167

24

Canterbury

Unit 1A Broad Oak Industrial Estate, Broad Oak Road, CT2 7SP

0122 745 8150

25

Bournemouth

382-386 Charminster Road, Bournemouth, BH8 9SA

0120 253 1061

26

Plymouth

Valley Road, Unit 2 Kingsleat Industrial Estate, Devon, PL7 1RF

0175 266 8934

Buy in-store, online
or via mobile
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Click & collect,
ready when you are
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